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The theory of auctions has ignored the fact that often auction designers, not the principal, 
design auctions. In a multi attribute auction, the auction designer may bias his subjective 
evaluation of quality or distort the relative weights of the various attributes to favor a specific 
bidder, an ancient concern in the procurement of weapons, in the auctioning of government 
contracts and in the purchase of electricity by regulated power companies. The paper analyzes 
the steps to be taken to reduce the possibility of favoritism. It is first shown that in the absence 
of favoritism, quality dlll.,lQll~Lti10 iWcW--c:~IE ‘Im*n” fGWnr - more !ike!y to be ignored, if !he auction U..‘“.lb ..II 11.0 U.V 
designer has imperfect information about the firm’s costs. Second, if the auction designer may 
collude with only one bidder, the other bidders should be chosen if they are at least as efficient 
as the former bidder, and no hard information about quahty differentials is released by the 
auction designer that would justify fair discrimination in favor of the former bidder. Last, if the 
auction designer can co!!ude with any bidder+ the optimal aurtinn tends to a symmetric auction 
in which quality differentials arc ignored. The possibility of favoritism reduces the auction 
designer’s discretion and makes the selection process focus on non-manipulable (monetary) 
dimensions of bids. 

The economic theory of auctions’ has analyzed the 

fact that the au 
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concern that the auction designer may prefer or collude with a specific buyer. 
And indeed most military or governmental markets acquisition regulations’ 
go at great length to impose rules aimed at curbing favoritism. Similarly, t 

uropean Economic Commission, alarmed by the abnormally large percent- 
age (above 95% in most countries) of government contracts awarded to 
domestic firms is trying to design rules that would foster fairer competition 
between domestic and foreign suppliers and would fit better than recent 
experience with the aim of fully opening borders in 1992. 

In our view, the importance of the threat of collusion between auction 
designers and specific bidders depends much on what is being auctioned off. 

hen the object of bidding is simple, as is often the case in the auction 
house example, the principal (the seller) may conciliate the goal that the 
auctioneer enjoys IfGic discretion and that the good be sold at the best terms; 
this results from the fact that under some circumstances,3 the seller’s 
expected revenue is maximized by auction procedures (first- or second-bid 
auctions) that requires no decentraiized information and therefore can be 
perfectly controlled by the principal. 

The procurement examples illustrate the possibility that the stake of 
bidding be multidimensional (in the case of a good for sale, the seller is in 
general interested only in the price dimension). An incentive scheme to 
realize a given project includes at feast a f& d fee and a coefficient of cost 
sharing by the principal. Furthermore the principal generally cares about 
other attributes of the trade with the winning bidder: quality and reliability 
of service, date of delivery, probability of bankruptcy of the supplier, 
reputation for fairness and competency in dealing with contingencies not 

2See, e.g., the U.S. Air Force Regulation 70-15 or the fnstruction pour I’Application du Code 
des ManGs Publics (Journal Officiel de la Republique Francaise, 1976). Constraints on 
acquisition procedures have a long history. For instance, the early twentieth century S:ate and 
federal regulations in the U.S. required that gas and electric utilities and some agencies (e.g. 
ICC ! scccx competitive bids for their purchases. 

3We are here alluding to the revenue equivalence theorem [Vickrey (1961) Myerson (ERl)]. 
If the bidders’ valuations for the good are private, independent and are drawn from the same 
QistributLm, and if the bidders are risk neutral, the first- and second-bid auctions maximize the 
seller’s etwcted revenue. In this respect, it is interesting to note that the detailed procedures of 
the U.S. ,4ir Force Regulation 70-15 ‘do not apply if the contract is awarded primarily on the 
basis of l~ice competition*. When the valuations exhibit co on values, or when the bidders are 
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foreseen by the contrac level of pollution ciated with the 
this specific firm, etc. his raises two rela irst, the contract 
designer must assign relative weights to the observable characteristics of the 
bids, i.e., determine the monetary values of units of some dimensions of 
performance; and the optimal choice of weights is likely to depend on 

information held by the contract designer. Second, some of these character- 
istics may not be observable by the principal and must be assessed by the 
contract designer. In both cases, the information held by the contract 
designer about the principal’s optimal source selection may 
collusion between the contract designer and some bidders.4 
weights appropriately or by misrepresenting the quality of their projects, the 
auction designer may favor one firm over the others.’ We will say that the 
auction designer engages in unfair discrimination. 

The purchase of power by U.S. electric utilities from qualifying 
ration and small power production facilities is a good case in point. 
interpretation of the 1978 PURPA act, many States have forced electric 
utilities to use competitive bidding procedures to purchase power rather than 
buy internally. A typical request for proposal (RFP) sDecifies a fixed quantity a 
to be supplied (number of megawatts) and contains a detailed scoring syste 
for proposals. For each bid, a score is given for each broad category (itself 
an aggregation of more detailed attributes): price factor; ‘system optimization 
factor’ (location of facilities, maintenance, power for the utility to dispatch, 
i.e. to have operating control over the amount and the timing of electricity 
supplies by the qualifying facility, . . .); ‘economic confidence factor’ (prob- 
ability of bankruptcy and financial structure of the qualifying facility, l l .); 

‘project development factor’ (technical characteristics, experience of seller, . l J; 

etc. The weights among the diflerent factors are fixed in advance in the 
While the States imposed competitive bidding on electric utilities, the 
have kept substantial discretion despite the seemingly objective scoring 
systems. First, the weights among various factors may vary substantial 
instance, Vrginia Power puts weight 70”/, on economic factors while 

dison puts less vveight on such factors (25”/, on ‘price factor’, plus some 
t>reight put on quasi-monetary factors 
utility evaluates the levels of su 
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other bids if the contract is shared among several qualifying facilities).6 
Very si ar observations can be made concerning the scoring systems USA 

artment of Defense.’ 
his paper is a first exploration of the control of auction designers by 

principals. 8 Section 2 sets up the model. Two suppliers, the ‘agents’, 
compete for a procurement contract for the ‘principal’ (a government or a 
Commission of the European Community). A contract specifies a monetary 
transfer to the winning agent and an obligation to reach a cost target. An 
agency, the ‘supervisor’, has more information than the principal about the 
social surplus, henceforth ‘quality’, brought about by each potential supplier. 
3ne can think of ‘quality’ as reflecting the quality of the supplier’s output, its 
probability of bankruptcy or the likelihood of being fair in unforeseen 
contingencies. We first assume that the supervisor is benevolent (truthfully 
reveals its information, if any, to the principal) and that the firm’s techno- 
logies are commonly known. The principal then compares the quality 
differential and the cost differential between the agents. Depending on the 
parameters, the cost differential or the quality differential may be ‘decisive’ in 
the principal’s selection (if each firm has an advantage in one dimension and 
a disadvantage in the other If both criteria agree, the choice between the 
agents is trivial). 

We next relax the assumption that the firms’ technologies are commonly 
known. If firms have private information about their costs, the cost 
differential is more likely to be decisive (section 3). This result can be 
explained as follows. To limit the firms’ informational rents, the principal 
reduces the power of incentive schemes for intrinsically high-cost types. This 
lowers their cost-reducing activity and increases the realized cost differentials. 
Another way of putting it is that, by favoring cost over quality, the principal 
reduces the probability that a high-cost firm be chosen and thus the 

?ation for a low-cost firm to pretend that its cost is intrinsically high. 
st, the paper also relaxes the assumption that the supervisor is 

and does not cvllude with bidders. The potential for collusion 
the agents’ stake;; in the supervisor9s report about quality (they 

enjoy a rent from their technological knowledge if selected). hen the 

61n some States, the utility retains one more degree of freedom. For instance, New York State 
Electric and Gas Corporation uses ’ ystem only to select an ‘initial award group’. The 
utility uses its judgment ta select screened sellers, in order to ‘maintain flexibility’ 
(Executive Summary, page 2). The reject any or all proposals, and can consider a 
fNtWir ’ n in favor of ‘non-bid aiternatives’ (includin construction of a plant by the utility 
itself). 
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supervisor’s information about quality is “soft’ (i.e., is not veritable by t 

between the two bidders (section 4). 

etsic auction even though 4 

ould vindicate discri 

The analysis of the case of ‘hard’ information (information that is verifiable 
if communicated to the principalj is more difficult. e carry it first only in 
the special case in which the agency can coGude only with one bidder 
(section 5). This assumption may be appropriate for auctions between a 
domestic and a foreign firm; the supervisor (the domestic government or 
agency in this application) may be able 90 trade favors with the domestic 
firm but not with the foreign firm.g The principal (the European 
Community) relies on the supervisor for the provision of hard information 
(about the quality or fit of -the agents with the needs) giving reasons to 
discriminate between the ‘domestic agent’ and the ‘foreign agent’.” The main 
conclusion is that by favoring the foreign firm when no information about 
quality is disclosed, no welfare loss is imposed on the principal by the threat 
of collusion. 

The case of symmetric collusion is taken up in section 6 where only an 
exploratory analysis is provided as developing techniques to st 
with several informed parties is outside the scope of this paper. 
two cases must be considered. If the quality differentials are high enough 
collusion proofness is ensured by appropriately motivating the agency and 
the auction is similar to that in section 3 but with weaker incentive schemes. 
If the quality differentials are low, the agency faces a flat incentive scheme, 
and the stakes in collusion are reduced by altering the auction towards a 
more symmetric auction and by decreasing the power of incentive schemes 
for firms. 

For simplicity, we assume that only two firms’ 1 can partici 
auction. ach firm i, i = 1,2, is able to realize an indivisible ublic project at 

cost: 

‘A similar situation 
and an external suppl 
outsider for a tenured 
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ciency parameter and e’ is manager i’s e rt level 

only if this firm is selected). 
ency parameters are independently drawn from a common- 

nowledge two-point probability distribution on {_, ,U J 
jg 81. Let :,=p~(p’=~) ar,d 

anag& i, i = 1,2 has utility function 

u’ = &’ - $(e’), i= 1,2, 

where t’ is the net (i.e. in addition to the reimbursement of cost) monetary 
transfer that he receives from the regulator and $(e’) is his disutility of effort 
with J/’ ~0, et” >O, $“‘zO. oreover, each firm’s outside opportunity level 
(individual rationality; IR) is normalized at 0. 

The consumers’ vaiuation of the project can take one of two values (S,SJ 
with S>S according to the quality of the firm. S’ denotes the valuation when 
firm i realizes the project. Again to sim plify the analysis we assume that 
either S’ =S, S”=S or S’ -8, SZ=S and that Pr(S’=S, S2=S)= l/2. We will 
refer to the firm with the S value as the high quality firm. Let dS=S-S. 

These values of the project cannot be contracted upon, but ex ante an 
agency may learn these values. We assume that the agency can be in one of 
three states of information 0: 

a==2eaS’ ==_s, s2==s, 

.=i staie the agency 
The ag cy receives 

learns nothing and let 5 = Pr (a = 1) = 
e s from the principal, has utility function 

and its ex post utility 
e principal’s objective function is 
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the sum of the firms’ utilities a 
firm. 

e selecte 

scheme for a utilitarian prin 
values of the p’ and can observe costs. et xl (P’,P2) denote the probability 
of selecting firm i in the state of information 0 for the values p’ and p2 of 
th 

o cases to determine t 

Case I AS=<(1+1)A/?. 

This condition means that choosing the more eficient firm is more 
important than choosing the better quality firm. e will say that ‘cost 
considerations are decisive’, Straightforward reasoning shows that: 

4<PJ9= 1, ~:cim=Q, x:(p,p)=x:(jJ,p)= 1, - - -- 

4um= 1, wm=o, x;(p,p)=x;(p,p)=o, - - -_ 

J&P, 8) = 1, xb<h s) = 0, J&P, S9 and J&P, p) - - -- 

are indeterminate in [0, I]. 

That is, the low cost firm is always selected. t equal cost, t 

quality firm is selected; and i there is no infor tion :-bout quality, any 
random selection will do. 

he social cost of the project is 
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Mk .;;,i]i say thnt tilat ‘qzality considerations are decisive’. 
reasoning shows that: 

Straightforward 

x:(B,p)=x:(p,~) =x:(PJn=Nm= 1, - -_ 

are indeterminate in [Cl, 11. 

As in case 1 we define welfare: 

--(1+4p3J -v)+(l-25j( 1 -vi’] Ajl. 

In this section we maintain the assumption that the agency is benevolent 
(does not collude, i.e. truthfully reveals its information to the principal), but 
we recognize the asymmetry of information between 
concerning the efficiency parameters. Specifically, fi 
and costs are ex post observable by the agency. 

or each state CT of its information the agency 
contracts. From the revelation principle we know 
equivalent to a revelation mechanism. 

the agency and the firms 
is known to firm f only 

organizes an auction of 
that such an auction is 

or each value of 0, let {tb(/P,P2), cf<P1,f12), tz(/P,p2), c,Z(/P,p2), 
2), x~(a’,fl”)} be a revelation mechanism which spec es transfers to 
tl($‘,BZ), a cost target for firm i if selected C j3’,(d2) and a 
ty of selecti i, $(fi’, p2) E [0, 1) for each announcement /II*, /I2 
aracteristics. Under the natural monopoly 

(and, at the optimum xt -I-X: = 1 if the sur 

atib~~it~ in t 

assumption, xJ 4-x: 5 1 

tly large, whit 
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Similarly, incentive corn atibility for fir 2, when it has ty - 
that: 

Individual rationality for firms 1 and 2 when having type p requires that: 

From incentive theory we guess that we can ignore the other incentive and 
individual rationality constraints and check ex post that they are satisfied by 
the solution to the subconstrained problem. Since transfers are costly, the 
above (IC) and (IR) constraints are tight. e can henceforth abtain the rents 
of asymmetric information which must be give 
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s;==zj, s;=s, s;=(S+s)/2. - 

a state of information 0, expected social welfare is: 

WC== E {s&r1 +A)(p’ -e~(P’,P2)+S(eb(P1-IP2))+s*)) 
P’.B2 

1, E W-U +E.)(P2--~(~1,P2)+~(e,Z(P1,82))+s*)) I 

P’*P2 

x ( f --x;(p’, B2)) - hu;(p). (3 1) . - 

aximizing expected social welfare with respect to (ea( l ), xL( l )) yields: 

Proposit ion I. When thi qynry is benevolenr, rhe optimal auction is charac- 
terized by: 

(1) (i) fj 6= 1, 

x:(~;B)=x~(D,8)=x:(a,p)= 1, - -_ 

X [ll/(+-D+(Eb/(l +E,))(v/( 1 --v))@(3)--$(e*)+e*]>O. 

- ns-(li-,.)dQz?(l+-A_) 

* [$+++=i-(A/( 1 ~~))(v/(l -9)) 
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C = argmax [J/(e) - e -I- (A/( B + A)) (v/( 1 - v)) 
4 

Proof. See appendix 1. 

The intuition for the optimal auction is clear. 
about quality, the preference is given to the high 
least as efficient as the low quality firm. 

When the high quality firm is less efficient than the low quality firm, it is 
stiii favored as long as AS is larger than 

(l+A)@+(l+A) [I ~(i+-P++~ &G(P) -{$(e*)-e*} . > I (3 2) . - 

The first term is the cost disadvantage already resent under complete 
information and the second is the increase in cost f the less efficient firm 
due to asymmetric information. Effort is not optimal +e* because using the 
p firm increases the rent that must be given up to a /3 firm whe 
which has expected social cost A( v/( 1 - v)) (S). - 

Uiide~ incomplete information th, P is decisive less qften 
than under complete information. ay use a 
symmetric auction (choose xh(fl, j!J) =x@, p) = l/2). -- 

e check that t 
y the auction his results dir 

from the facts that x~(/II,/?~) &CA@, p2) and e 
o and that the IC constraints for the /I types 
for firm 2 (allocations are ‘monotonic’in the firm’s type). 

emark 2. irm i’s rent is highest for signal B ‘= i, as one woul 
weakly higher under si 

i 
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CM) = C(B) + Ne*) E xf(P, p”), - - 
P2 - 

and similarly for firm 2. The ex post transfers t~(j11,P2) are not determined; 
only their expectations are. 

4. I. Description of cohion 

rom now on we aiiow the agency to collude with specific bidders. We 
first introduce the distinction between soft and hard information, distinction 
that was irrelevant in the absence of collusion. Hard information is 
information that can be substantiated. That is, the principal can verify the 
agency’s information, if transmitted. The agency’s degree of freedom then 
stems from the possibility of retaining information (reporting r =0 when cr = 1 

2). Formally, IX { 0, O}. In contrast, soft information cannot be verified. 
or any realized signal, the agency can &inn io have received any of the 

possible three signa!s without being detectcu 5 In the case of hard information, 
we will assume that only the agency can bring evidence about which firm it 
prefers. For simplicity, we will also assume that even though the firms cannot 
bring hard evidence on the quality parameter, they learn the signal received 
by the agency; this assumption limits asymmetries of information in the 
design of side contracts (see below) and is not crucial; it is easily seen that if 

y wants to collude with a specific firm not to disclose its signal, it is 
rest to show this (hard) information to the firm to convince it of the 

Next, we assumc the following timing: irst, the principal publicly offers 
and the firm, which specify the 
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the winner is selected as specified in the auctio 
production, primary and side transfers occur. 
simplicity of avoiding ‘signaling phenomena’, in particular of not letting the 
parties with private information (the firms) influence the design of side 
contracts. 

The timing can be summarized as follows: 

All parties learn that Principal Side Announce- Selection Transfers 
BN$) and designs contracting ments Production 
rrE @. !,2): an auction 
Agency learns 0. 
Firm i learns pi and 6. 

e allow side transfers to be costly. An income equivalent of $1 
transferred by ftrm i to the agency costs $( 1 + A’) of firm i. The parameter 
Ai 20 is a measure of the deadweight loss of co!lusive transfers for the two 
paTties [see Laffont-Tirole (1988) for a discussion]. In sections 5 and 6, we 
will focus on two cases with hard information: asymmetric collusion, in which 
A’SJ., <:+w and il”= + CIUC) (only firm 1 can collude with the agency). and 
symmetric collusion, in which A’ = A2 EE A,. 

4.2. Soft information 

The case of soft information has a simple implication in our context. 
e quality does not enter the agency’s and the firms’ objective 
ns, for a given set of primary contracts (auciiiiii,, a:--\ the set of equilibria 

of the collusion and announccme continuation game is i 
realisation of the quality signal. e will adhere to the ‘ 

that strategically equivalent ames or subgames should have the same 
equilibrium. his principle i that the same continuation equilibrium 
prevails for all possible qu&y signals received by the agency,” and thus that 
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the case CJ =0 of section 3, except that we can allow side transfers between 
the agency and the firms. ecause side transfers involve a deadwei 
transfers are cheaper to achieve through the principal. e thus co 

the optimal auction is the symmetric auction corresponding to signal CJ =O. 
Quahy diJperentids we suer decisitle because no attention is paid to the 
quality signal; the agency has no discretion in that its announcement has no 
effect on selection. 

emrark. The case of soft information is meant to illustrate some potentially 
extreme implications of collusion for auction design. It by no means implies 
that soft information always leads to a rigid auction, in which decentralized 
information about quality is systematically ignored. In particular, suppose 
that quality affects the agency’s utility as well as the principal’s (as is 
particularly relevant in the example of the European Community). Then even 
soft information can be used in the presence of collusion. The point is that 
the agency’s report may be made incentive compatible through appropriate 
transfers because it affects its utility. For a technically similar example in 
which soft information conditions the equilibrium allocation, see section 7 of 
Laffont-Tirole ( 1988). 

We observed that if we adhere to the viewpoint that strategically 
equivalent games or subgames should have the same equilibrium, no use can 
be made of the agency’s signal. This does not imply that the agency has no 
role because it may perform other tasks than collecting information about 
quality. This also does not imply that the principal can guarantee himself the 
collusion - proof pay off for 0 =0: hile we deliberately ignored collusion 
between bidders (bid rigging) to focus on favoritism, bid rigging might still 
arise in a roundabout way through side contracts between the agency and 

ce, the agency might act as a ‘cartel ringmaster’ [to use a 
yeci by Krattenmaker and Salop (1986) in a vertical restraints 
induce each firm to announce ‘high’ <D) and be rewarded by 

ave not described how this could be implemented 
nt to illustrate the 
ssibility in the next s 
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out to be equal to the one mentione 
en the agency cannot coordinate 
es not act as a cartel ringmaster. 

e observed above that the principal can obtain at most 
upper bound may be reached for some bargaining process 
contracts can be seen as follows. Suppose that the firms simultaneously make 
take-it-or-leave-it offers of side contracts to the agency unlike 
considered in the rest of the paper in which the agency makes two t 
leave-it offers). 0ne can imagine that the firms bargain secretly 
agency and have all the bargaining power. Let the principal 
symmetric auction for 6= 0 characterized in Proposition 1. 

We claim that both firms’ offering ‘no side contract’ (i.e., the side contr 
that specifies zero side transfers whatever happens) and the two fir 
announcing their technological parameters truthfully is an equil urn. For, 
suppose that firm i expects firm j and the agency not to enter a s contract 
and firm j to announce its parameter truthfully. Then from incentive 
compatibility of the auction, firm i cannot do better than announcing the 
truth and there is nothing the agency can do to improve its welfare. [In 
section 6, we will give a more general definition of ‘bil ly interim 
efficient allocations’, which are allocations that are interim e t from the 
point of view of a firm and the agency, taking as given the behavior of the 
other firms. Such allocations cannot give rise to bilateral collusion only, and 
require multiple collusive arrangements.] an optimal strategy 
is to offer no side contract and tell the tr firm i could do strict1 
than in the allocation of Proposition 1, then by bilateral interim 
the agency would lose, which is impossible because it can guarantee itself s* 
by not entering side contracts). 

What is allowing the upper bound to be reached is clear. Coordination 
announce high cost parameters may not be possible if fir 
contracts. 

It is relatively straightforward to 
collude as if they had complete information about 
feel that this approach fails to 

e information. 
al auctio 
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that x:@, fi1 =O, (x#, flj is still indeterminate in [O, I]). -- 
’ does not give rise to a side contract between 

fore yields the same welfare to the principal as i 
n the one hand, only type p of firm 1 may want to bribe the 
ide its information as type B gets a zero rent in each state of 

n the other hand, the type p’s rents, in expectation over firm 2’s 
technological parameter, is the following function of the report r: 

which, for the auction specified by Proposition 1, is equal to: 

i 

[(l -v)+vx:(J,/3)]@@)>0 if r= 1 - 

0 if r=2 - 

I 0 if r=O. - 

Because, under hard information, the agency can only hide information awa:’ 
from the principal, firm 1 cannot gain from inducing the agency to retain 
information (to induce r =O). We thus conclude that the auction specified in 
Proposition 1, with xA(j?, fl) = 0 is collusion-proof; and clearly it is optimal in 
the class of collusion-proof auctions. 

Second, we claim that the principal cannot do better with an auction that 
gives rise to a side contract. The proof of this is very similar to the proof of 
the collusion-proofness principle for a single firm and hard information in 
Laffont-Tirole (1988), and is omitted. The reason for this similarity is that 
firm 2 cannot collude and is therefore much like a dummy firm. Once the 
incentive cost is included to obtain firm 2’s generalized cost, firm 2 can be 
regarded as a backstop technology. The asymmetric collusion model is really 
a one&r model. We thus obtain: 

Proposition 2. Suppose that the agency can collude only with jirm 1 and that 
information is hard. The threat of collusion imposes no we&are loss on the 
principal as long as j%-m 2 is favored at equal cost when no information about 
quality is transmitted ta the principal. _ 

roposition 2 is that firm 2 should be 

rm 1. The conclusion that 
s less robust. For, suppose 
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esolving this indeterminacy in favor of firm 2 a 
yield collusion proofness of the o 

Remark 2. ecause the agency can collude with only one I’;im, we do not 
need to consider indirect bid rigging. 

emark 3. In the EEC example, the costs envisione here may be ‘general- 

ized costs’ if the government attaches some value to the domestic firm’s being 
selected, say for secrecy reasons. 

We now allow the agency to collude with the two firms (symmetric 
collusion). This section is to a large extent exploratory because the develop- 
ment of techniques to study collusion with several informed parties is outside 
the scope of this paper. We will content ourselves with requiring that the 
auction offered by the principal (i) induces truthtelling by the three parties in 
the absence of collusion (ii) be ‘bilaterally interim efficient’. We will say that 
an allocation is bilaterally interim efficient if there exists no vector of side- 
transfers between the agency and a firm i and no announcement strategy by 
the agency and this firm that is incentive compatible given the original 
auction and the side transfers that yields a Pareto superior allocation for the 
agency and firm i, taking firm j’s announcement strcrtegy (i.e., t4bg the truth) 
as given. 

We do not offer a complete defense of this requirement, but we make the 
following points. Assume that the extensive form for the collusion game has 
the firms make take-or-leave-it offers of side contracts to the agency (and 
that these offers are secret) and suppose that the principal offers a bilaterally 
interim efficient allocation. Then the absence of collusion (each firm’s offering 
the null contract) followed by truthtelling is an equilibrium: knowing that the 
other firm does not offer a side contract and subsequently tells the truth, 
each firm has no incentive to offer a side contract, because by bilateral 
interim efficiency it either loses expected utility or the agency loses expecte 
utility in which case the agency turns the side contract down. 

In our context, bilteral interim efficiency is eq 
extra requirement that no firm has an incentive to 
its information [conditions (6. 
violated, then the firm ring the null side co 

To obtain bilateral interim efficiency, it must be t 

“It is worth mentioning why we chose to wor 
collusive xtivities necessarily stem fro 

es, the agency must screen in a mime 
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cost parameter /3 (and therefore enjoys a rent) 
. 

al tkt firm J#i offers a higher quality, firm i 

agency to retain its information. Let Sj (j 
income when it reports r = j and firm i # j anno 
the other contingent incomes for the agency a 
threat of collusion operates on!y in the above c2se. 

Let 

(6 lb l 

lateral interim efficiency is equivalent to A, 2 0, A, z 0. Indeed, the only 
ca when collusion between the agency and firm 2 is valuable is G = 1, 
/I2 =I. Then, if the agency withholds its inform&on (r=O), firm 2 of type _B 

ay obtain a rent. L! 1 2 0 says that, for r= 1 to r =0, the expected rent 
increase of firm 2 (when it is of type /3 and claims that it is of type fl), 
appropriately discounted to take into account that internal transfers within 
the coalition are costly, is inferior to the loss that the agency would incur 

such an untruthful report. Colluding and claiming /?=F would not be 
more valuable since, as incentive constraints are binding, a type j.I firm is 
in rent between announcing /I = p or /I = fl. Similarly for A, 20. - 

al wishes to maximizer 

-- RvQs, -P) - qs, -s’) (6 3) . 

120; A,zO; s&‘; s,zs - 
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similarly if A, > 0. Q.E. 

. 
@ e now give a lu I1 description of the 

auction, and later interpret its findings. 
Let i and &(e* >&4>5) be define 

optimal bilaterally interim e 

g=argmax 1 a v 
Af $(e)-e+- - - Q(e) 9 

e 1+;1 l-v l+A, I 

e=argmax ‘$(e)-e-t-- ___ 
{ 

A v 

( 

r 

e 1+ill-V l+(l-25)(1+G 

Let &AS j, pi AS)) the soiution (e,p} of: 

AS=(l +A) +(6)-G+& & @(i?) - 
1 

-(we,-e+(+ A- - ’ 
l+A l-v (l-25)(1-v)(1+4 

) 
and 

$‘(e) = 1 - L L .- P 
l+il l-v 

_____ G’(e). 
(l-2<)(1-v)(l+A) > 

Let t?(AS) defined by 

$Q(AS)) = 1 - 

poposit ion 3. The solutions to ec 
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/I)=l=AS--(l+A)A@(l+J) - 

If a = 2, the solution is symmetric. 
If rr=O: 

d(B, i0 and .y:(J7,8, E [O, I], -- 

4(B9 B> = 4(iJ, b) =&t/X 8) = ej#, p) = e*, - - -- -- 

4(it 8) = 4(B, Bb = e#J, ff) = eg(fl, B) -4 - - 

Case 2. AS+ -14) 

y)(&g+LgL 1, 
l-e/l l-v l+A, 
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The solution is as in Case 1 exce 

with J&B, B> + xh(F, B> = 

A symmetric solution is obtained 

Proof. See appendix 2. 

1. 

Interpretation: Two different ways of satisfying the collusion constraints are 
described in cases 1 and 2. 

In case 1, the constraint is satisfied by motivating the agency with 
appropriate transfers. This is the case where the agency’s information is 
valuable (4’ large) and therefore worth obtaining. A necessary condition for 
case 1 to obtain is that quality differentials be decisive in the absence of 
collusion. The allocation (selection rule, effort) is the same as is the absence 
of collusion when G= 1 or 2, but incentives are lowere 

In case 2 (low 43) the agency is not motivated but the stakes of collusion 
are nrrllified by making the auction closer to a symmetric auction when 
(j&J&) =(fl, fl) and by decreasing the effort levels of the bad types (and 
consequently lowering the power of the incentive schemes). If we choose 
x@$) =x$@$) = I/2: as AS+O, p+O, i;(AS)+C, &L and xf(fl,fl) = 
xi(fl,p)+l/2. We obtain a strictly symmetric auction in the limit when quality 
differentials become small. 

‘Note that when the costs of collusion (2,) increa to 
be in case i where quality differentials se 

the agency is motivated to be truthful. 
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if ds-(1 +A)@>(1 +A) 

1 A ~_ -_- +(-+(* +A) (1 yy) @(ii+) 1 - { $(e*) -e*} 1 . 

The right hand side is zero since firm 2 does not produce in that case 
whatever its 8. So A,= cc is needed to prevent coiiusion. If Ap is not infinite, 
then the policy described in case 1 of roposition 3 must be altered. For 
instance, if Aa is large, but finite, one can bring x#, p) a bit below 1, so that 
the expected st for type fl of firm 2 be strictly positive. Thus the 
conclusions of roposition 3 remain approximately valid if A, is large, but 
finite . 

x lr li S(i+i+& & a@) 
-V > -{*(e*)-e*} . 

1 

If i.. (or A/Y) is large enough this condition and a symmetric condition 
when CC== 2 obtain. therwise, the auctkn must be altered bv decreasing the 
transfers to the agency and modifying appropriately effort levels to satisfy all 

constraints. (The right-hand sides of these equations reflects the fact 
r must be made indiscriminately to types /I an _.. 

e agency tries to influence only ty 

is and state some 
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the threat of collusion between the agency arKl specific biddCiS kiX!!s tQ 

auction to reach all potential clearly define the 
object for bid and to publicly 
control the selection Second, and more specifically 

bidding game 1: modified by the possibility 
extreme cases (see 4), the principal 

auction even if the latter has information warrant 
discrimination. 

awarded to 
the lowest bidder in spite of possible differences quality a 
(this procedure corresponds to the ‘marches par adjudication’ 

respect the proczedure differs from the French ‘marches sur appel d’offre’ in 
which the selection committee picks the bidder it and is not required 
to its It is more akin to the U.S. Air Force acquisition 
procedures in which the source selection authorities must by 
the (in principle separate) source selection evaluation board on such 
as price, reliability 

provide 
evidence in of the use of restricted auctions; it also requires 
disclosure 
against can 

When the agency can only with one the issue is to 
encourage 

optimal to favor the rival bidder 
are the same) when no evidence is provided. 

optimal auctions away from sym 
Next, if the agency provides colludi 

‘*A fixed-price contract makes the winning firm the residual claimant for its cost savings. Our 
model considers the more general case in which the winner’s cost is obskrvab 

undesirable. The reader will ch 

lowest bidder is supposed t 
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the quality differential is big enough, the agency is allowed to use a restricted 
‘auction’ with only this bidder. 

rincipal can collude with any of the bidders equally well, t 
threat of collusion moves the auction toward a symmetric auction. 
differentials are less likely to be decisive than in the absence of c 

threat. 
To conclude, we would like to discuss some limitations of these results and 

to mention some alterna ive instruments to fight favoritism. 
First, we assumed that the principal costlessly organizes the auction and 

the agency contents itself with a~~~~irrg its information about project 

q ua!ity. Tn practice, the principal often does not have the resources to 
organize each and every auction. Rather, like in the case of the European 
Community, it may give directives on how to design auctions and rely on 
agents to complain about abuses. In such cases, it exerts ex post rather than 
ex ante control. This raises the question of whether the appeal procedure is 
costless for the firms that are unfair!y discriminated against? Sometir~~es, 
such firms refrain from complaining because they are afraid of being unfairly 
discriminated against in the future. Further analysis is required to describe 
the mechanism by which the long-term benefit from having a reputation for 
not complaining y outweigh the short-term gain from obtaining compen- 
satory damages. ut we should note that the European Community is 
considering making the grievance procedure anonymous. It of course remains 
to be seen how anonymity can be made compatible with eficient fact finding. 

Second, in some industries, the enforcement of fairness ruies faces the same 
problem as the enforcement of the prohibition of some vertical restraints. 
The buyer may integrate vertically in order to ~++aw transactions from 
the legal realm. This may be a problem when the buyer is not legally an 
agent for the principal (as in the case when tht. principal is a legislative or a 
legal body), and when the buyer is a producer itself, so that the principal 

rtical integration. 
as focused on IIOVI auctions of incentive contracts are 
art favoritism and took the collusion technology as given. 
!ementary meth of fighting favoritism that raise the cost 

of collusion (;I/ in our model). n the one hand, the principal may put 

‘6Marshall-P;leurer--8ichard (1989) analyze the role of an appeal procedure in defense 
contracting. They 
diminishing the inc 

1 protects reduce the return to lobbying, thereby 
oked by a firm that 
ulating procurement 

there have been 
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restrictions on the i erface between auction designer and bidders.’ ’ 
may (and usually oes) select age o not exhibit c 
interest. On the other hand, he may divide tasks in the selection 
as to reduce the pos ility of collusion. For instance, the theoretical division 
of labor in the U.S. Force acquisition procedures is as follows: the teams 
of source selection evaluation board rate the various components of bids. 
The source selection authority, who has solicited pr posals, selects the 
winner. And the source selection advisory council chec s that competition 
has been obtained in the selection process, and reviews and approves 
evaluation standards. The limits of the division of labor are obvious: it is 
costly to employ several bodies with high technological competence in the 
same area; and it must be the case that these bodies do not collude among 
themselves. ut to the extent that they can be kept reasonably independent, 
the division of labor may reduce collusion.’ 8 

Last, when the agency handles many independent auctions and can collude 
with only one category of bidders, the principal can use the ‘law of large 
numbers’ to detect collusion. It is interesting in this respect to note that the 
1976 directive of the Commission of the European Community requires each 
country to publish the percentage (in numbers and value) of contracts going 
to domestic firms. 

Proof of Proposition I 

When cr = 1, expected social welfare is: 

v2[S-(I +d)(P --ml s)+ vem m1m P) - -- -- -- 

+v2p--(1 +A)(/3 -4(P, P) + IC/(e:(D, p))l (1 -x:(p, p)) - -_ -_ -_ 

+v(l -v)[S-(1 +il)(P-- ew P) + t&481 mat B>> - - - - 

+W ---VI IF-4 +W--e~(~,~)+~~(e~( - 

’ 7According to the U.S. Air Force ac isition procedure 71- 1.5 (pp. S-9), ‘the objectivit 

rsonnel directly resgon 
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- M%M B)@(eW9 P)) -t (1 - v)xi(E B)@(e# 8))l - - 

-MU -xWB))@(eNM))+(1- W -x~(/JJ))@(e~(~~ P,l. - - 

(A.l.1) 

ewriting we get: 

v2W-U +i.>(P-e:(D,D)+Il/(e:(P,P))lx:(P,P)) - -- -- -- 

+v2[S-(1 +E,)(p -d(P, D) + ti(eW P,)I (1 - x:(D, S,> - -- -- -- 

-tv(1-v)[s-(l++)(p- e:(b 8) + w:(P9 if))lx:(p9 8) - - - - 

+ v( 1 -v) I-, ii +E.j(B-e~(p,B)+I(/(e:(B,8)) 
L 

3- - - 

--!? - @(et(#T 
- (1 -v) -’ 

fljj 1 (1 -a#?, 8)) - - 
+v(l--9 

[ 
S-4 +~)(8-e:(~,B)+~(e:(P,P)) - - 
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- *- @(at P,) 
(1-v) 1 

(1 - x:g, p,>. 

As the xi are between 0 and 1, the maximization of this expression 
requires the maximization of each term between brackets and then the choice 
ofx:=l or x:= 1 according to the magnitude of the terms between brackets. 

Take the first two terms. aximization with respect to effort “leads to 

e:tp9p, = e*, d(P, D) = e*- -- 

As s>s, we must choose x:(p,p)= 1. -- 
Take then the next two terms. 

ef(/?,fl)=ke*, - 

where 6 is the solution of 

R 
(j’(e) = r, - ~~- - - J 

l+A l-v 
rp’(& 

and as s>s, clearly xt<p,fl) = 1. 
Taking the last two terms we get similarly 

iece is co 



[ 

. 

x t/!@)-P+L -!- G(G)-($(e*)-e*) . 
l+A l-v 1 

Proof of Proposition 3 

Suppose first that the constraints s1 2s” and s2 zs* are not binding. As 
A, = A2 =0 from Lemma 1, sl and s2 can be substituted into the objective 
function. The maximization problem becomes: 

ax< v2CW +;1)(P_e:(PIP)t-~(e:(B,P)))x:(P,P) 
[ 

- -- -- -- 

+v2(_s--(1 +J)(P _ - 4(S, P) -+ $(eM B,)) ( 1 -x:(/t PI) -- -- -- 

S-U +~>(B-e:(B,P)+~(e:(P,D) - - 

+V(l-N&---(l+4(k--eW~)+~(e~(~,~)))(1 -x~(/J,/l)) - - - 

+v(l -v)(S-(1 +#I)(P-- - 4(&P) + il/(e:(& P))x@, Ir> 

+ V( 1 - 4 (S -4 1+ 4 <B- e:(P, /J> + $4e@, jJ>> - - - 
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v2(S-(1 +jl)(P - &P9 P) + t&m9 m)x:(B, p) - -- -- -- 
L 

+v2@--(1 +A)(/? __ - 4(BJJ + t&M9 m ( 1 - x;cdi, lo) -- -- 

+v(l -v)(S-(1 +A)@- 4@9 _p> + *(em I_rlW2w El, 
J3\\\,2f R fl\\ 

- 

+ v( 1 - v) (S - ( I+ 4 #-- el(it _P> + rl/(eM, P)) - 

il v 1, ____-. 
+l+l(l-v) l+A, 

(4(EP))(l-4(im) - 
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- (1+4@-GXit 

+ v( 1 - v) 
t 
Is:_” -41 +A)(17-e~(B,8)+~(e~(P1~) - - 

. 
+LL 

lt;c l-v ( - s’ 
. 1 +(1-2j)(l +A,) 

) a(e:(B,P)))x:(B,B)) 

+(l -v)2 ( y -4 +A)(~-e~(B,B)+~(e~(~,8)) 

+LV- 
l+i, l-v 



e#,fl)=e* and ef( - - ) =d and x;(& 

with 

Largmin e(e)-e+ 
e i 

x#fl)=l~AS>(l +A) $(+G+& fi@(B) 
c - > 

_ ( JI(&;+L -!!_ -L G(d) >Q. 
l+;c l-v ME., >I 

If 0 - 2, the solution is symmetric. 

If a=o, 

nd 2 
~0~ rR , /?) = e&9, j!?) = e*, -_ -_ 

M% P) E co, 11, -_ 

&it P) = e’, - 

with 

PEargmin 
r^ 
r #I v 

e(e)-e-l---- ~ 
r 

9 

i 
l+A l-v l +ii +$)( 
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) -t xh(fl,fl) = 1 and CC~, the constraints s1 >=s* and s2 2s” cannot 
hold unless 

_ 1 $#(j) _ j + -__A- __-!!- -_!!L Q(d) - 
1-t-A l-v l+L, 11 

9 (A.2.1) 

that we refer to as case 1. 
f (A.2.1) does not hold we have necessarily s1 = s2 =s*. Then we must 

solve 

ax{Wr+tW2+(1-2t)Wo subject to 
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( 
- tj&4S))-&!lS) I 

( A v PW) - -- _ 
+ l-l4 l-v (l-25)(1-v)(l+ii) 

> @(f%AS),)l, 

where &C3) is defined by: 

cl/‘&&)) = 1 _ ( -L- --!_ _ .-- ---@ds)-___-_ 
l+A 1-V (l-2()(1-v)(l+A) > 

and p(AS) is the (symmetric) multiplier of the constraints { d(AS), p( 

denotes Che solution of (A.2.2) aard (k2.3); i 2 &IS) 2 6. 
Then 

Let &IS) be the solution of 

jy(&JS)) z 1 __ ._Iz ( A. 
l+A I--v 

_f.. _^ -_--___ _. -- -_.._ ----_----I 

(l--25)(1-+)(1+4 > 
‘(&AS)). 

e still have J( AS) 5 i( AS). 
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